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This book presents the most comprehensive coverage of the field of Indo-European Linguistics in a century,
focusing on the entire Indo-European family and treating each major branch and most minor languages.
The collaborative work of 120 scholars from 22 countries, Handbook of Comparative and Historical IndoEuropean Linguistics combines the exhaustive coverage of an encyclopedia with the in-depth treatment of
individual monographic studies.
Vedic Mythology - Arthur Anthony Macdonell 1897

Baltica & Balto-Slavica - Frederik Herman Henri Kortlandt 2009
This volume offers a discussion of the phonological, accentological and morphological development of the
Baltic languages and their Indo-European origins. The first half of this book is about Baltic historical
phonology and morphology and the second half is about Prussian. The emphasis is on the relative
chronology of sound changes and on the development of the flexional and derivational categories of nouns,
pronouns and verbs. It is argued that the Balto-Slavic acute tone was a glottal stop which developed from
the Indo-European laryngeals and from Winter's law and that the original circumflex continues other
vocalic sequences. Special points of attention are the gen.pl. endings, ē and ī/jā stems, and thematic and
athematic present endings. The second half of the book contains a comparative analysis of the three
Prussian catechisms, resulting in the conclusion that they represent three consecutive stages of a real
linguistic system. It includes a discussion of the Prussian accent shift, initial vowels, diphthongs, infinitives,
verb classes, participles and traces of ablauting paradigms. The final part of the book offers a full linguistic
interpretation of the three Prussian catechisms on the basis of the preceding chapters, followed by a list of
references and a word index. The book is of interest to Balticists, Slavicists, Indo-Europeanists, and other
historical linguists.
Italo-Celtic Origins and Prehistoric Development of the Irish Language - Frederik Herman Henri
Kortlandt 2007-01
This volume offers a discussion of the phonological and morphological development of Old Irish and its
Indo-European origins. The emphasis is on the relative chronology of sound changes and on the
development of the verbal system. Special attention is devoted to the origin of absolute and relative verb
forms, to the rise of the mutations, to the role of thematic and athematic inflexion types in the formation of
present classes, preterits, subjunctives and futures, and to the development of deponents and passive
forms. Other topics include infixed and suffixed pronouns, palatalization of consonants and labialization of
vowels, and the role of Continental Celtic in the reconstruction of Proto-Celtic. The final chapter provides a
detailed analysis of the Latin and other Italic data which are essential to a reconstruction of Proto-ItaloCeltic. The appendix contains a full reconstruction of the Old Irish verbal paradigms, which renders the
subject more easily accessible to a wider audience. The book is of interest to Celticists, Latinists, IndoEuropeanists and other historical linguists.
Origins of the Greek Verb - Andreas Willi 2018-01-31
Situated at the crossroads of comparative philology, classics and general historical linguistics, this study is
the first ever attempt to outline in full the developments which led from the remotest recoverable stages of
the Indo-European proto-language to the complex verbal system encountered in Homer and other early
Greek texts. By combining the methods of comparative and internal reconstruction with a careful
examination of large collections of primary data and insights gained from the study of language change and
linguistic typology, Andreas Willi uncovers the deeper reasons behind many surface irregularities and
offers a new understanding of how categories such as aspect, tense and voice interact. Drawing upon
evidence from all major branches of Indo-European, and providing exhaustive critical coverage of scholarly
debate on the most controversial issues, this book will be an essential reference tool for anyone seeking
orientation in this burgeoning but increasingly fragmented area of linguistic research.
Handbook of Comparative and Historical Indo-European Linguistics - Jared Klein 2018-06-11
the-origin-of-the-baltic-and-vedic-languages-balt

Balto-Slavic Accentual Mobility - Thomas Olander 2009-03-26
Why does the accent jump back and forth in Russian words like golová 'head', acc. gólovu, gen. golový, dat.
golové etc.? How come we find similar alternations in other Slavic languages and in a Baltic language like
Lithuanian? The quest for the origin of the so-called "mobile accent paradigms" of Baltic and Slavic leads
the reader through other Indo-European language branches such as Indo-Iranian, Greek and Germanic, all
of which are relevant to the reconstruction of the Proto-Indo-European accentuation system. After the
examination of the evidence for the reconstruction of the Proto-Indo-European accentuation system, focus
is moved to the Baltic and Slavic accentuation systems and their relationship to each other and to ProtoIndo-European. A comprehensive history of research and numerous bibliographical references to earlier
pieces of scholarship throughout the book make it a useful tool for anybody who is interested in Balto-Slavic
and Indo-European accentology. Written in a simple style and constantly aiming at presenting old and new
opinions on the various problems, the volume may serve as an introduction to this complicated field.
The Origin of the Baltic and Vedic Languages - Janis Paliepa 2011-04-13
The following commentaries regard the edition of Latvian Dainas and Vedic Hymns, published in Latvian.
This monograph presents a broadened scope and discussion of Baltic and Vedic languages
The Origin of Metallic Currency and Weight Standards - William Ridgeway 1892
Indo-European Accent and Ablaut - Thomas Olander 2013-05-31
Ablaut, the grammatically conditioned vowel alternations found in e.g. English sing vs. sang vs. sung, is one
of the most characteristic features of the Indo-European languages. The different ablaut grades seem to be
related to the position of the accent in Proto-Indo-European. A good understanding of the relationship
between accent and ablaut in Proto-Indo-European requires thorough analyses of the role played by the two
phenomena in the Indo-European daughter languages.
The aim of the volume is to present the state of the art in current work on accent and ablaut in Proto-IndoEuropean and its daughter languages. The contributors analyze the interplay between accent and ablaut
with attention both to theoretical aspects and to the specific linguistic material. Presenting up-to-date
overviews of the models developed by various schools of thought, the contributors discuss a wide array of
empirical as well as methodological problems, thus opening up vistas for further research.

Ancient Pakistan - An Archaeological History - Mukhtar Ahmed 2014-10-25
This book is the fifth and the last volume of a much larger project, Ancient Pakistan - An Archaelogical
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History. which deals with the prehistory of Pakistan from the Stone Age to the end of the Indus Civilization.
This volume deals with the decay and demise of the Indus Civilization and its devolution into post-Harappan
regional cultures under the impact of the intruding pastoral nomads from the West, the Indo-Aryans being
one of them. A comprehensive bibliography is provided for those who want to dig deeper into the subject.
The Prehistory of the Balto-Slavic Accent - Jay Jasanoff 2017-09-04
In The Prehistory of the Balto-Slavic Accent Jay Jasanoff offers a much-needed guide to the accentual
changes that set Baltic and Slavic apart from the rest of the Indo-European family.
To honor Roman Jakobson : essays on the occasion of his 70. birthday, 11. October 1966 - 2018-02-19

such as those of the Pythagoreans and of Simon Magus, which then inspired the Helens of the Faust legend
and Goethe. Stealing Helen offers a detailed critique of prevailing views behind the "real" Helen and
presents an eye-opening exploration of the many sources for this international mythical and literary icon.
The Roots of Hinduism - Asko Parpola 2015-07-15
Hinduism has two major roots. The more familiar is the religion brought to South Asia in the second
millennium BCE by speakers of Aryan or Indo-Iranian languages, a branch of the Indo-European language
family. Another, more enigmatic, root is the Indus civilization of the third millennium BCE, which left
behind exquisitely carved seals and thousands of short inscriptions in a long-forgotten pictographic script.
Discovered in the valley of the Indus River in the early 1920s, the Indus civilization had a population
estimated at one million people, in more than 1000 settlements, several of which were cities of some 50,000
inhabitants. With an area of nearly a million square kilometers, the Indus civilization was more extensive
than the contemporaneous urban cultures of Mesopotamia and Egypt. Yet, after almost a century of
excavation and research the Indus civilization remains little understood. How might we decipher the Indus
inscriptions? What language did the Indus people speak? What deities did they worship? Asko Parpola has
spent fifty years researching the roots of Hinduism to answer these fundamental questions, which have
been debated with increasing animosity since the rise of Hindu nationalist politics in the 1980s. In this
pioneering book, he traces the archaeological route of the Indo-Iranian languages from the Aryan homeland
north of the Black Sea to Central, West, and South Asia. His new ideas on the formation of the Vedic
literature and rites and the great Hindu epics hinge on the profound impact that the invention of the horsedrawn chariot had on Indo-Aryan religion. Parpola's comprehensive assessment of the Indus language and
religion is based on all available textual, linguistic and archaeological evidence, including West Asian
sources and the Indus script. The results affirm cultural and religious continuity to the present day and,
among many other things, shed new light on the prehistory of the key Hindu goddess Durga and her Tantric
cult.
Indo-European Poetry and Myth - M. L. West 2008-11-13
The Indo-Europeans, speakers of the prehistoric parent language from which most European and some
Asiatic languages are descended, most probably lived on the Eurasian steppes some five or six thousand
years ago. Martin West investigates their traditional mythologies, religions, and poetries, and points to
elements of common heritage. In The East Face of Helicon (1997), West showed the extent to which
Homeric and other early Greek poetry was influenced by Near Eastern traditions, mainly non-IndoEuropean. His new book presents a foil to that work by identifying elements of more ancient, IndoEuropean heritage in the Greek material. Topics covered include the status of poets and poetry in IndoEuropean societies; metre, style, and diction; gods and other supernatural beings, from Father Sky and
Mother Earth to the Sun-god and his beautiful daughter, the Thunder-god and other elemental deities, and
earthly orders such as Nymphs and Elves; the forms of hymns, prayers, and incantations; conceptions about
the world, its origin, mankind, death, and fate; the ideology of fame and of immortalization through poetry;
the typology of the king and the hero; the hero as warrior, and the conventions of battle narrative.
None but India (Bharat) the Cradle of Aryans, Sanskrit, Vedas, & Swastika - Jagat K. Motwani Ph.D
2011-01-20
The divide between the North Indians and the South Indian Dravidians was created by the two Britishinitiated theories of the Aryan invasion of India (AII) and the Indo-European family of languages (IE). Both
the theories AII and IE were mischievously engineered by the British, with their colonial and missionary
agenda, guided by their world-known notorious policy, Divide and Rule. According to the AII, Aryans
invaded India in about 1500 B.C. and got settled in North and forcibly pushed dark-skinned Dravidians to
South. Aryans brought Sanskrit and composed the Vedas. The Dravidian Tamil, Telugu, Kannada and
Malayalam are the native languages of India, not Sanskrit. With abundant historical irrefutable evidence, it
has been established that the alleged invading Aryans were originally from Aryavarta (India) who had gone
overseas earlier than 1800 B.C. for trade, and had established their Vedic kingdoms in several countries.
Even Greece was colonized by the Indo-Aryans. When in trouble in about 1500 BC, some of them attempted
to return to India, the land of their ancestors. The rest were culturally absorbed. The returning Aryans were
mistaken as invaders because they were traveling in armored horsedriven chariots. It was their return to,

Comparative Mythology - Jaan Puhvel 1987
In myth, author Puhvel argues, a human group expresses the thought patterns by which it formulates selfcognition and self-realization, attains self-knowledge and self-confidence, explains its own sources and
sometimes tries to chart its destinies. Here, Puhvel unravels the prehistoric origins of the traditions of India
and Iran, Greece and Rome, of the Celts, Germans, Balts, and Slavs. Utilizing the methodologies of
historical linguistics and archaeology, he reconstructs a shared prehistorical religious, mythological, and
cultural heritage. Separate chapters on individual traditions as well as on recurrent themes give life to the
book as both a general introduction and a detailed reference.--From publisher description.
Raymond Queneau’s Dubliners - James Patrick Gosling 2019-09-12
This work is a broad-ranging exploration of two comic erotic and well-nigh feminist novels written by
Raymond Queneau, On est toujours trop bon avec les femmes (1947) and Journal intime (1950). Both are
set in Ireland, were initially published by Éditions du Scorpion under the pseudonym Sally Mara, and then
later published together by Gallimard as Les Œuvres completes de Sally Mara (1962). The book examines
Queneau’s life when he wrote these texts, the pervasive Joycean influences, his surreal version of the 1916
Dublin Uprising versus the real event, his remarkably accurate Dublin city and his use of the Irish
language. The seven core chapters are explorations of prominent aspects of these works, and most involve
the solution of puzzles by means of investigations of contexts, contemporary events, and a wide variety of
sources. In conclusion, the book makes a convincing case for the literary and entertainment value of Les
Œuvres completes de Sally Mara as a long-planned and subtly integrated work.
The Origin of Metallic Currency and Weight Standards - William Ridgeway 1892
The Intermarium as the Polish-Ukrainian Linchpin of Baltic-Black Sea Cooperation - Ostap Kushnir
2019-03-01
The term “Intermarium” has a long historical tradition and was commonly used to define the area between
the Baltic and Black Seas. With its regular re-appearances in contemporary academic and political
discourses, this book explores and assesses a variety of its connotations. In order to do this, it applies a
multi-dimensional approach to the Intermarium. Six researchers specializing in Central and Eastern
European history, geopolitics, security, economics, and cultural studies are brought together here to share
their expert knowledge. As a result, the book discusses various, unique aspects of the Intermarium. At the
very end, a conclusion is drawn as to whether the cognominal framework possesses any feasible potential
for emergence and development in the contemporary international architecture.
Stealing Helen - Lowell Edmunds 2020-04-28
It's a familiar story: a beautiful woman is abducted and her husband journeys to recover her. This story’s
best-known incarnation is also a central Greek myth—the abduction of Helen that led to the Trojan War.
Stealing Helen surveys a vast range of folktales and texts exhibiting the story pattern of the abducted
beautiful wife and makes a detailed comparison with the Helen of Troy myth. Lowell Edmunds shows that
certain Sanskrit, Welsh, and Old Irish texts suggest there was an Indo-European story of the abducted wife
before the Helen myth of the Iliad became known. Investigating Helen’s status in ancient Greek sources,
Edmunds argues that if Helen was just one trope of the abducted wife, the quest for Helen’s origin in
Spartan cult can be abandoned, as can the quest for an Indo-European goddess who grew into the Helen
myth. He explains that Helen was not a divine essence but a narrative figure that could replicate itself as
needed, at various times or places in ancient Greece. Edmunds recovers some of these narrative Helens,
the-origin-of-the-baltic-and-vedic-languages-balt
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not invasion of India. Because of long cohabitation between Sanskrit-speaking Aryans and Europeans, as
the result of Indian colonization, Sanskrit influenced several European languages, particularly Greek and
Latin. Resulting philological resemblances prompted Sir William Jones to theorize the IE, that Sanskrit and
European languages have a common origin. It has been proved that Sanskrit and European languages do
not have a common origin and that there is significant resemblance between Sanskrit and the Dravidian
languages, much more than between Sanskrit and European languages.
Anatolian Verbal Stem Formation - David Sasseville 2020-09-25
In Anatolian Verbal Stem Formation, David Sasseville provides a full analysis of the Luwian, Lycian and
Lydian verbal stem classes and their pre-history in relation to Hittite.
GODS OF THE COSMOS - DR. SUDAKSHINA 2020-08-14
GODS OF THE COSMOS Who and where are they? When and why did they leave us? Do they know about
our upcoming world wars and pandemics? Why don’t they stop them? How and why are they helping us,
even today? What are their wish and message? Ananth completes his IIT from Chennai and returns to his
hometown, Srirangam. He is given an old map by his grandfather, and clues start falling in place on his trip
to a historical ancient city. The adventure leads him to discover a five-thousand-year-old undeciphered
manuscript from Dvapara Yuga. All this and much more directs Ananth and Siri to USA, White House and
the First Lady. When we realize the wish and implement the message of Gods, our planet has a surprise in
store. This book of fiction takes you into the secret realms of history, science and philosophy, unraveling
reality.
Religion, Philosophy, and Science - Debi Prasad Chattopadhyaya 2006

ideological cement for the alliance of anti-democratic forces in post-Soviet Russia, and in the Islamic world
entered the debate about the relationship between Islam and modernity. Although its appeal in the West
was ultimately limited, Traditionalism has wielded enormous influence in religious studies, through the
work of such Traditionalists as Ananda Coomaraswamy, Huston Smith, Mircea Eliade, and Seyyed Hossein
Nasr.
The Arctic Home in the Vedas - Bal Gangadhar Tilak 1903
The Indo-European Languages - Mate Kapović 2017-01-20
The Indo-European Languages presents a comprehensive survey of the individual languages and language
subgroups within this language family. With over four hundred languages and dialects and almost three
billion native speakers, the Indo-European language family is the largest of the recognized language groups
and includes most of the major current languages of Europe, the Iranian plateau and the Indian
subcontinent. Written by an international team of experts, this comprehensive, single-volume tome presents
in-depth discussions of the historical development and specialized linguistic features of the Indo-European
languages. This unique resource remains the ideal reference for advanced undergraduate and postgraduate
students of Indo-European linguistics and languages, but also for more experienced researchers looking for
an up-to-date survey of separate Indo-European branches. It will be of interest to researchers and anyone
with an interest in historical linguistics, linguistic anthropology and language development.
The Vedic Harappans - Bhagavāna Siṃha 1995
Origins of the Greek Verb - Andreas Willi 2018-01-18
Situated at the crossroads of comparative philology, classics and general historical linguistics, this study is
the first ever attempt to outline in full the developments which led from the remotest recoverable stages of
the Indo-European proto-language to the complex verbal system encountered in Homer and other early
Greek texts. By combining the methods of comparative and internal reconstruction with a careful
examination of large collections of primary data and insights gained from the study of language change and
linguistic typology, Andreas Willi uncovers the deeper reasons behind many surface irregularities and
offers a new understanding of how categories such as aspect, tense and voice interact. Drawing upon
evidence from all major branches of Indo-European, and providing exhaustive critical coverage of scholarly
debate on the most controversial issues, this book will be an essential reference tool for anyone seeking
orientation in this burgeoning but increasingly fragmented area of linguistic research.
Origin of Vedas - K S Krishnan 2019-08-12
This book is primarily about the Rgveda, the avowed source text of all Hindu religious texts. It is a
collection of 1028 mostly unrelated hymns. The language in which it is composed is known as ‘Vedic’, from
which Sanskrit is believed to have evolved later. About a fifth of the poems are prayers addressed to what
could be ‘Nature Gods’. Others cover a motley of subjects. About fifteen of these hymns relates to
cosmogony, but differing in essentials. Vedic clearly belongs to the Indo-European language family. Apart
from many cognate words that are common in all these languages, many of the stories mentioned in the
Rgveda have a strong resemblance to mythologies in the other languages of the family; not just to the
Zoroastrian ones, but also to those of Greek, Celtic, Nordic, Slavic, Hittite and others. Origin of Vedas also
discusses a wide range of issues related to the origin and expansion of the Indo-European language family.
The author has managed to collect together a lot of information about the Rgveda; some of which most
would not have heard about earlier. Those interested in these may go through chapter 4 and 9.
The Origin of Thought and Speech - M. Moncalm 2021-11-05
"The Origin of Thought and Speech" by M. Moncalm (translated by G. S. Whitmarsh). Published by Good
Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics
& literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the
books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible
to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Vedic Studies - Satyakāma Varmā 1926

The Baltic Origins of Homer's Epic Tales - Felice Vinci 2005-12-20
Compelling evidence that the events of Homer's Iliad and Odyssey took place in the Baltic and not the
Mediterranean • Reveals how a climate change forced the migration of a people and their myth to ancient
Greece • Identifies the true geographic sites of Troy and Ithaca in the Baltic Sea and Calypso's Isle in the
North Atlantic Ocean For years scholars have debated the incongruities in Homer's Iliad and Odyssey,
given that his descriptions are at odds with the geography of the areas he purportedly describes. Inspired
by Plutarch's remark that Calypso's Isle was only five days sailing from Britain, Felice Vinci convincingly
argues that Homer's epic tales originated not in the Mediterranean, but in the northern Baltic Sea. Using
meticulous geographical analysis, Vinci shows that many Homeric places, such as Troy and Ithaca, can still
be identified in the geographic landscape of the Baltic. He explains how the dense, foggy weather described
by Ulysses befits northern not Mediterranean climes, and how battles lasting through the night would
easily have been possible in the long days of the Baltic summer. Vinci's meteorological analysis reveals how
a decline of the "climatic optimum" caused the blond seafarers to migrate south to warmer climates, where
they rebuilt their original world in the Mediterranean. Through many generations the memory of the heroic
age and the feats performed by their ancestors in their lost homeland was preserved and handed down to
the following ages, only later to be codified by Homer in the Iliad and the Odyssey. Felice Vinci offers a key
to open many doors that allow us to consider the age-old question of the Indo-European diaspora and the
origin of the Greek civilization from a new perspective.
Against the Modern World - Mark Sedgwick 2009
Against the Modern World is the first history of Traditionalism, an important yet surprisingly little-known
twentieth-century anti-modern movement. Comprising a number of often secret but sometimes very
influential religious groups in the West and in the Islamic world, it affected mainstream and radical politics
in Europe and the development of the field of religious studies in the United States, touching the lives of
many individuals. French writer Rene Guenon rejected modernity as a dark age and sought to reconstruct
the Perennial Philosophy - the central truths behind all the major world religions. Guenon stressed the
urgent need for the West's remaining spiritual and intellectual elite to find personal and collective salvation
in the surviving vestiges of ancient religious traditions. A number of disenchanted intellectuals responded
to his call. In Europe, America, and the Islamic world, Traditionalists founded institutes, Sufi brotherhoods,
Masonic lodges, and secret societies. Some attempted unsuccessfully to guide Fascism and Nazism along
Traditionalist lines; others later participated in political terror in Italy. Traditionalist ideas were the
the-origin-of-the-baltic-and-vedic-languages-balt
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Woodstock, NY, with large, carefully constructed lithic formations • Analyzes the archaeoastronomy,
archaeoacoustics, and symbolism of these sites to reveal their relationships to other ceremonial stone sites
across America and the world Presenting a comprehensive field guide to hundreds of lost, forgotten, and
misidentified megalithic stone structures in northeastern America, Glenn Kreisberg documents many
enigmatic formations still standing across the Catskill Mountain and Hudson Valley region, complete with
functioning solstice and equinox alignments. Kreisberg provides a first-person description of the “Wall of
the Manitou,” which runs for 10 miles along the eastern slopes of the Catskill Mountains, as well as
narratives about related sites that include animal effigies, reproductive organs, calendar stones, enigmatic
inscriptions, and evidence of alignments. Using computer software, he plots the trajectory of the
Hammonasset Line, which begins at a burial complex near the tip of Long Island and runs to Devil’s
Tombstone in Greene County, New York. He shows how the line runs at the same angle that marks the
summer solstice sunset from Montauk Point on Long Island, and, when extended, intersects the ancient
copper mines of Isle Royal in Upper Michigan. He documents a several-acre area on Overlook Mountain in
Woodstock, New York, with a grouping of very large, carefully constructed lithic formations that together
create a serpent or snake figure, mirroring the constellation Draco. He demonstrates how this site is
related to the Serpent Mount in Ohio and Ankor Wat in Cambodia and reveals how all of the vast,
interlocking sites in the Northeast were part of an ancient spiritual landscape based on a sophisticated
understanding of the cosmos, as practiced by ancient Native Americans. While modern historians consider
these sites to be colonial era constructions, Kreisberg reveals how they were used to communicate with the
spirit world and may be remnants of a long-vanished civilization.
In Quest of the Dates of the Vedas - Premendra Priyadarshi 2014-09-02
The dates of the four Vedas, as well as the homeland of the Indo-European-speaking people, have been two
unresolved issues in the Indian history. This book uses the robust information recently emerging from
archaeo-botanical studies, particularly palinology, as well as that originating from the researches in
geology, archaeology, and genetics. The information generated from these scientific studies provides a vivid
picture of the last ten thousand years of Europe and Asia. This picture has been matched against the
information about the plants, animals, and climate contained in the four Vedic Samhitas, as well as that
emerging from the philological studies. The final picture emerges that the Rig-Veda was composed between
8000 BC and 6000 BC, Sama-Veda between 6000 BC and 5500 BC, Yajur-Veda between 5500 BC and 2500
BC, or perhaps 2000 BC, and the Atharva-Veda between 1500BC and 1300 BC. The investigation also
reveals that the Indo-European words for "lion" "kesari" "singh" "camel" "ustra" "ostrich" "opium" "lotus"
etc. characteristically Indian animals and plants, have existed in the Indo-European vocabulary, although
not noticed so far. That exercise fixes the location of the Indo-European homeland in Northwest India at
about 10,000-8,000 BC.
A Popular Dictionary of Hinduism - Karel Werner 2005-08-11
Chapter PREFACE -- chapter A NOTE ON THE PRONUNCIATION OF THE SANSKRIT ALPHABET -chapter INTRODUCTION.
The Origin of the Indo-Iranians - Elena Efimovna Kuzʹmina 2007
Here then is the fruit of Elena Kuz'mina's life-long quest for the Indo-Iranians. Already its predecessor
("Otkuda prishli indoarii?," published in 1994) was considered the most comprehensive analysis of the
origins of the Indo-Iranians ever published, but in this new, significantly expanded edition (edited by J.P.
Mallory) we find an encyclopaedic account of the Andronovo culture of Eurasia. Taking its evidence from
archaeology, linguistics, ethnology, mythology, and physical anthropology pertaining to Indo-Iranian origins
and expansions, it comprehensively covers the relationships of this culture with neighboring areas and
cultures, and its role in the foundation of the Indo-Iranian peoples.

Selected Writings on Slavic and General Linguistics - Frederik Kortlandt 2011-01-01
The larger part of the present volume is about Slavic historical linguistics while the second part is about
more general issues and methodological aspects. The initial chapters contain a revision of the author’s
Slavic Accentuation and a discussion of the Slovene evidence for the Late Proto-Slavic accentual system
and of the Kiev Leaflets. These are complemented by an extensive review of Garde’s theory and an
introductory article about the work of earlier authors for those who are unfamiliar with the subject. Then
follows a discussion of changes in the vowel system, Bulgarian developments, final syllables in Slavic, early
changes in the consonant system, and of Halle and Kiparsky’s review of Garde’s book. This results in a
relative chronology of 70 stages from Proto-Indo-European to Slavic. The following chapters deal with the
progressive palatalization, the accentuation of West and South Slavic languages, various aspects of the Old
Slovene manuscripts, the chronology of nominal paradigms, and other issues under discussion in recent
publications. The second part of the present volume contains a number of case studies exemplifying specific
theoretical problems, most of them of a semantic nature. The synchronic studies deal with Russian and
Japanese syntax and semantics, the diachronic studies with tonogenesis in different languages and with
semantic reconstruction in Altaic and Chinese.
The Quest for the Origins of Vedic Culture - Edwin Bryant 2003
This work studies how Indian scholars have rejected the idea of an external origin of the Indo-Aryans, by
questioning the logic assumptions and methods upon which the theory is based.
The Origin and Development of the Bengali Language - Suniti Kumar Chatterji 1926
Participles in Rigvedic Sanskrit - John J. Lowe 2015-04-23
This book examines several thousand examples of tense-aspect stem participles in the Rigveda, and the
passages in which they appear, in terms of both their syntax and semantics. The Rigveda is an ancient
collection of sacred Indian hymns, written in Vedic Sanskrit, and is one of the oldest extant texts in any
Indo-European language. It is also a poetic text in which deliberate obscurity is the governing aesthetic and
in which the rules of language are pushed to their limits in order to produce the ideal poetic expression.
Many Vedic sentences are of controversial, disputed meaning, and Vedic scholarship is thus fraught with
controversy. John J. Lowe applies formal linguistic analysis to the data and produces a comprehensive
formal model of how participles are used. The author uses his findings to recategorize the data, by defining
certain stems and stem-types as outside the synchronic category of participle on the basis of their syntactic
and semantic properties. He suggests alternative sources for these forms and considers the linguistic
processes that transformed old participles into non-participial entities. In his conclusion he reassesses the
category of participles within the verbal and nominal systems, looks at their prehistory in Proto-IndoEuropean, and describes their universal, typological characteristics. Among his conclusions are that tenseaspect-stem participles have the technical properties of adjectival verbs, not verbal adjectives, and that
such participles are not fully dependent on corresponding finite verbal forms. That is, a perfect participle,
for example, need not share all the semantic and functional features of the finite perfect forms built to the
same stem. These and many other conclusions drawn either directly challenge or radically revise received
opinion and recent work.
Spirits in Stone - Glenn Kreisberg 2018-04-10
A ground-breaking study of ceremonial stone landscapes in Northeast America and their relationship to
other sites around the world • Features a comprehensive field guide to hundreds of megalithic stone
structures in northeastern America, including cairns, perched boulders, and effigies • Details the Wall of
Manitou, the Hammonasset Line, landscape astronomy along the Hudson River, and a several-acre area in
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